
 
 

 
 

 

The Power of Respect: Disrespectful Dad 
 

“He is not willing or interested in being a respectful parent.” 
 

 

“In this column the reader is offered practical, respectful options leading 

to win-win solutions to the problems arising between adults and children 

in everyday life.” 
 



Q:  “I’ve been in your workshops before and I’m getting better at being respectful with my 

children. My problem is not with them, but with my husband. He is not willing or 

interested in being a respectful parent.  

 

When I see improvement in my son’s self-esteem go down the drain because of something 

his father says to him, it breaks my heart. Sometimes my husband and I end up fighting 

about all this. I don’t know what to do. I’m very frustrated.” 

V.H., Briceland 

 

A:  I know that this kind of situation can be extremely frustrating. It can also be disheartening 

and very stressful, especially for you. You have a vision of how things can be better and are 

making efforts to create these changes.  

 

It’s hard to make efforts that seem in vain. But they are not in vain, even if they seem that way 

right now. Patience and perseverance do make a difference. 

  

It may help you to realize that their father’s behavior might not be so stressful for the children. 

Unless they are under three, they are used to his behavior. They may not like it any better than 

you do, but it is what they are used to.  

 

It does make it more difficult for you to help build self-esteem in your children, but you can do 

it. It may take more awareness on your part to realize when and how they need your help.  

 

Encourage them to exercise as much power over their lives as they are willing, interested, and 

able to do. Feeling empowered and powerful does a lot for building self-esteem. 

  

Maybe your husband isn’t interested in being a respectful parent, but hopefully he is interested in 

being respectful with you. Tell him that you want to negotiate with him about approaches to 

parenting.  

 

Here is a chance to practice all your skills: clear two-way communications, Active Listening, and 

win-win negotiating.  

 

Be sure he knows exactly how you feel, what you need and what behavior is okay with you and 

what is not. Be sure you have the same understanding of him. Coming to agreements may take 

some time, but it will be worth the efforts.  

 

When you practice these techniques with him, it gives him firsthand experience of how it works. 

He can better understand the value of win-win solutions when he has gotten personal benefits 

from them.  

 

This can help him accept this approach faster, much faster than when you fight about it. Fighting 

is more likely to have the opposite effect, making him even more attached to his parenting 

methods. 

  



Another way to give him a first-hand positive experience of the power of respect is to offer to 

help negotiate any conflicts which arise between your husband and your children.  

 

This can also help speed up his acceptance of the respectful approach. As I have experienced, 

this can even be effective when both other parties have no faith in finding win-win solutions.  

 

He may come to see things getting done faster with less hassle. Remember patience, 

perseverance, and forgiveness. If you are determined to introduce this into your family, it can 

happen. 
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